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"Hi guys I am so happy, I am so glad that finally I get a really nice 

podcast of English because I spent last year in an experience in an 

exchange program and I came back and I can’t hear/listen to 

good conversation. I study on Saturdays in a school. I keep in 

touch with my friends in exchange programs but we just have 

short conversation, it’s not the same. When I hear your podcast I 

feel so close, it’s so nice, I can really keep in touch and study and 

improve my intonation, my accent. Thanks a lot for your good job, 

congratulations, you are amazing." 

Fernanda, Brazil 

 

"Hi guys my name is Asli I am from Turkey and every night when I 

go to sleep I am listening to your podcast. Not just for learning 



English, it also makes my worldview wiser so keep going on and 

thank you for your podcast." 

Asli, Turkey 

 

"Everyday I am listening your “All Ears English Podcast” on my 

commuting train. It’s very practical English and helpful to 

understand those real spoken English. Adding those things, 

Gabby and Lindsay seem very friendly each other and it may make 

us listeners happy." 

Yuji, Japan 

 

"After listening to a lot of English Learning Podcasts, I discover 

this amazing and dynamic website that pushes my English to the 

roof. It goes without saying, it is absolutely educational and 

informative. There is so much to intake and enjoy. Miss Lindsay 

and Miss Gabby work well together and sound great ! They love 

international people and are extremely enthusiastic! They help 

people from all walks of life. They deserve good praise and 

reward. Wish them the best !!!" 

Mollie, Yemen 

 

“Hello Lindsay, Hi Gabby! My name is Keiko. I am Japanese, living 

in Japan. I just wanted to say thank you so much for your podcast. 

I love, love, love your podcast- not only because it’s only 5 

minutes and easy to listen to, but also because you guys have a 



lot of useful information about English- real English, which I can 

barely get in Japan. Your talk is always fun, so you guys are my 

motivator. The first time I listened to your podcast, I was sort of 

shocked to know how native English conversation was different 

from the one we learned from textbooks. Thank you so much for 

this fun and informative podcast. I am glad to have this 

opportunity to give my vote to you. Now I have a dream- my 

dream is to talk to you someday and be in person as a guest. I am 

looking forward to your next episode.” 

Keiko, Japan 

 

"Hey you guys are really awesome. I have made it into my daily 

habit to listen to All Ears English podcast before I fall asleep every 

single night. I come here and just want to express my gratitude 

and sincere support towards the hard work you did for presenting 

us the fun and informative English podcast. Hopefully, I will move 

to a higher level of English soon and keep learning English by 

listening to this podcast . Many thanks to Lindsay and Gabby." 

Aran 

 

 

 

Read more testimonials here 

http://www.allearsenglish.com/testimonials

